Mobile and wearable interfaces and interaction paradigms are highly constrained by the available screen real estate, and the computational and power resources. Although there exist many ways of displaying information to mobile users, inputting data to a mobile device is, usually, limited to a conventional touchbased interaction, that distracts users from their ongoing activities. Furthermore, emerging applications, like augmented, mixed and virtual reality (AR/MR/VR), require new types of input methods in order to interact with complex virtual worlds, challenging the traditional techniques of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Leveraging of Natural User Interfaces (NUIs), as a paradigm of using natural intuitive actions to interact with computing systems, is one of many ways to meet these challenges in mobile computing and its modern applications. Brain-Machine Interfaces that enable thought-only hands-free interaction, Myoelectric input methods that track body gestures and gaze-tracking input interfaces -are the examples of NUIs applicable to mobile and wearable interactions. The wide adoption of wearable devices and the penetration of mobile technologies, alongside with the growing market of AR/MR/VR, motivates the exploration and implementation of new interaction paradigms. The concurrent development of bio-signal acquisition techniques and accompanying ecosystems offers a useful toolbox to address open challenges.In this survey, we present state-of-the-art bio-signal acquisition methods, summarize and evaluate recent developments in the area of NUIs and outline potential application in mobile scenarios. The survey will provide a bottoms-up overview starting from (i) underlying biological aspects and signal acquisition techniques, (ii) portable NUI hardware solutions, (iii) NUI-enabled applications, as well as (iv) research challenges and open problems.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there exist than 13 billion mobile devices in the world that are generating nearly half of internet traffic [60] . According to [74] there will be 17 billion mobile devices in 2023. In parallel, augmented, mixed and virtual reality (AR/MR/VR) technologies are showing intense growth: according to the authors of [105] the market size of global AR and VR technologies in 2019 is around 17 billion US dollars and it is expected to grow up to 160 billion USD in 2023. Mobile AR (MAR), as a technology in the intersection of AR/MR/VR and mobile computing, is also following the positive trend: the global revenue of the consumer mobile augmented reality application market is more than 3 billion USD in 2019, forecasted to reach 15 billion USD in 2022 [104] . This trend is backed up by the emergence and development of MAR frameworks from technological giants -Apple AR Kit [44] , Google AR Core [70] , Amazon Sumerian [140] -and newly introduced MAR capabilities of popular application-building frameworks -Unity [151] , Unreal Engine 4 [66] , and others. The wide adoption of MAR technology is held back by many factors. One of them is the cumbersome of controls [97] . The key limitation of existing input paradigms is the input bandwidth, which motivates the exploration of alternative approaches for Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs). MAR can be divided into three categories: (i) Video See-Through (VST), (ii) Optical See-Through (OST) and (iii) Projective AR [57, 144] . VST captures the surroundings through a camera, and superposes the virtual world on top of the real one on a screen of a mobile device. OST devices display the augmenting elements directly in front of the user's eye on a semi-transparent screen [56, 58] . Several examples of OST head mounted displays can be found in Figure 1 . Last, in Projective AR the virtual objects are projected onto a real environment. New HMI modalities suitable for the mobile usage are limited by several constraints [86] :
Mobility Constraint. The utilization of a modality should not interfere with other activities, e.g. walking in a crowd or doing sports. User-friendliness. A modality should simplify interaction with mobile devices by providing convenient interfaces with high information throughput rates (ITRs). Non-intrusiveness. A modality should not require the user's intent concentration on any input-related task; thus, users will be more aware of the surroundings. Non-invasiveness. A modality should not rely on any invasive technique, e.g. brain implants that require surgery. Non-obstructiveness. a modality should not introduce additional physical hardware that might constrain the user's physical mobility. In addition, hardware introduced by a modality should not obstruct the existing devices, for example MAR OST head mounted displays.
The two-way interaction between mobile users and mobile devices designated for MAR is not thoroughly designed. On the one hand, a number of micro-interaction approaches have been designed for displaying information to the users. For instance, wearable devices such as smartwatches can vibrate when the user is receiving a phone call or display the beginning of a message on their screen. On the other hand, the input approaches enabling mobile users to interact with the MAR devices are limited. The mobile devices supporting MAR, especially the wrist-worn and head-worn ones, have limited space for getting users' input [97] . Reacting to notifications and dismissing mobile computing brings its own challenges: selection and combination of hardware, development and interoperability of software, competition for body space and energy supply.
Contributions
This survey reviews emerging NUI modalities: Electroencephalography-based BCIs, EOG-based HCIs, and Myoelectric (including Silent Speech) HCIs, that are all non-invasive signal acquisition modalities (see Figure 2 for representative examples). All these techniques form the collective concept of ExG (EEG, EMG, EOG), and face similar challenges, such as the interference from external and internal noise, the challenge of energy and time efficient analysis of the recorded time series and many others [39] . The survey follows a bottoms-up approach to discuss the mentioned NUIs and their existing and potential applications. The aim of this survey is to bring together mobile computing and novel NUIs, such as BCI, myoelectric and gaze interfaces, serving as a bridge between areas. In general, biological foundations of Brain-computer interfaces are discussed, for example, in [133] , paradigms design in [137] ; myoelectric control interfaces in [127] ; aspects of silent speech and its applications in [85, 114, 139] ; hybrid interfaces in [75] . Other works have reviewed interaction techniques and their limitations for mobile systems: input methods in MAR [57] ; limitations of interactions in smart glasses [97] ; haptic technologies for mobile devices [51] . Several attempts were done in order to combine BCI and AR/VR [43, 129, 131, 144] , BCI and drone control [124] . We outline the potential and existing NUIs paradigms from existing work that can be effectively introduced to use as input methods for mobile devices.
The rest of this manuscript is organised as follows: Section 2 the biological and physical background of the discussed modalities, explaining neurological phenomena of BCIs, biology behind EOG technology and physiological aspects of myoelectric currents in the body. Section 3 discusses mobile hardware for signal acquisition, providing examples of portable consumer and research grade devices. Section 4 provides an overview of existing NUI-enabled applications followed up by a presentation of challenges and open problems in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the survey outlining challenges of using NUI in mobile computing, as well as potential applications and emerging usage scenarios. Additionally, we provide three appendices with detailed information regarding portable EEG headsets (Appendix A), portable fNIRS systems (Appendix B) and wireless EMG sensors (Appendix C). The structure of the survey is presented in Figure 3 .
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BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
In this section we briefly introduce biological phenomena and mechanisms upon which various NUI modalities are based: from the human brain and its properties that can be used in affective computing and to input multiple control commands; cornea-retinal potential that is measured by EOG; to the nature of myoelectric currents in muscles and speech production. Additionally we introduce concepts of signal acquisition techniques and their metrics. We aim to outline NUI paradigms suitable for potential usage with mobile systems and unconstrained scenarios that can deliver acceptable signal quality according to the introduced metrics.
Brain-Computer Interfaces: Neurological Phenomena
The human brain contains 100 billion neurons; each neuron is an electrically excitable cell that communicates with others alike via specific connections, called synapses. Interconnected neurons form synaptic, or neural networks [73] .
Once the sum of all incoming charges from synaptic connections reaches certain threshold, neuron passes the signal forward; this process of in-cell electrical potential rising and falling is called action potential. Rhythmic patterns of action potentials of neurons in the brain are referred to as neural oscillations or brainwaves.
Patterns of different frequencies are related to various types of activities, e.g. oscillations at frequencies of 8 -12 Hz are called alpha waves and usually associated with the relaxed state of mind, meditation or daydreaming. Frequency ranges with related activities are presented in the Table 1 . Affective state BCIs are based on analysing oscillation patterns by extracting dominant frequencies from the recorded brain activity. The brain can be subdivided into the following regions known as the brain lobes: Frontal, Pariental, Temporal, Occipital. The outer layer of the brain, which is called cerebral cortex, can be divided into smaller areas, each of them is associated with a certain activity or function [133] . Lobes and several BCI-related areas are depicted in Figure 4 : MI-related potentials (subsection 2.1.1) are observed in the motor cortex; visually evoked (subsection 2.1.1) -in the visual cortex; attention related potentials such as P-300 (subsection 2.1.3) -in the frontal lobe.
The design aim of Brain Computer Interfaces is to map oscillating, endogenous or exogenous brain activity in specific areas to commands for a computing system. The speed of this conversion can be evaluated with Information Transfer (or Throughput) rate (ITR). According to [141] ITR can be defined as follows:
where T is an average time required to input a command, and B is a average amount of bits, which in turn can be defined as follows:
where N is a number of possible commands, P is a selection accuracy (1 − P represents the error frequency). Information transfer rates define how effective and quick users can utilize certain interfaces or communicate with each other. For example, the estimated ITR of human speech is roughly 40 to 60 bits/sec, or [2400; 3600] bits/min (bpm) [136] .
2.1.1 Visually Evoked Potentials (VEPs). Visually Evoked Potentials provide the highest ITRs among contemporary BCIs [137] . BCIs based on VEPs belong to the group of attention-based BCIswhere the user has to focus on, or pay advert attention to one of the presented stimuli. Such stimuli can be a set of flickering markers or multiple haptic devices vibrating on different frequencies.
Attention-based BCIs are sometimes also referenced as Selective Attention (SA) BCIs [94] . Steady State Evoked Potentials (SSVEPs) are the potentials evoked in the human brain by attending visual stimuli flickering at some rate. If multiple stimuli flashing at different rates are presented to the patient, the stimulus, that the patient attends to, will elicit a larger response amplitude than the stimuli that the user ignores. A typical SSVEPs interface with multiple stimuli is presented in Figure 5 . Every flashing marker can represent buttons or any other UI elements. SSVEPs are distinguishable when analyzing the frequency spectrum of the brain of both adults and children [123] .
Usually, frequencies withing range [5; 50] Hz are used for controlling the flashing of markers. In [123] 6.2 Hz, 7.7 Hz, and 10 Hz are used; another study [101] used 9 flickers of frequencies from 27 Hz to 43 Hz with an incremental step of 2 Hz. The precise values of frequencies are chosen in order to illicit higher and more distinguishable from each other responses; additionally, the chosen frequencies are less likely to elicit photo-induced seizures [123] . Bigger number of presented markers, and thus higher ITR, can be achieved using not just various frequencies, but also different phases [118] at the same frequency. The time interval of a patient paying attention to a visual flicker required for accurate frequency detection is below 5 seconds [101, 118, 123] . The bigger the time window used for analysis, the better accuracy can be achieved by SSVEPs-based BCIs: from 55% within 0.75s to 76% within 2.25s in [101] , from 85% within 1s to 93% within 4s in [118] . It is clear that longer time windows limit the ITR, making HCI system less interactive and responsive, thus longer attention spans are required.
SSVEP-based BCIs are widely adopted mostly due to the fact that they provide high number of available input commands (up to 32 in [118] ) and require less concentration and mental efforts from users. On the other hand, constantly flashing, large and spacious visual stimuli might be considered tiring and irrelevant to the spelling task itself making some users feel fatigue and annoyance [107] . To address this issue other types of visually evoked potentials are considered for usage in noninvasive BMIs, such as Miniature Asymmetric Visual Evoked Potentials (aVEPs) [158] . Miniature aVEPs arise when very small and inconspicuous asymmetric lateral visual stimuli are presented in the peripheral vision, which is an area outside of 2 degrees of eccentricity of human visual field. Presented peripheral stimulus subtends only 0.5 degrees of visual angle at an eccentricity of 2.1 degrees as depicted in Figure 6 . Such a stimulus induces a different response in two hemispheres of the visual cortex, activating an area as small as 1.6 mm 2 [158] . It is also claimed that such a stimulus will be more compatible with AR/MR/VR scenarios as it allows user to explore surroundings, observe environment and use interface components without a need to focus on any particular task-irrelevant markers. However, it might be challenging to detect induced miniature potentials (0.5µV ) using mobile EEG hardware.
Other Evoked Potentials.
A similar concept of paying attention to a certain stimulus is exploited in Steady-State Somatosensory Evoked Potential (SSSEP) [94] and Auditory Steady-State Response (ASSR) [122] . In case of ASSR several auditory stimuli each with different frequency or differently modulated amplitudes are played. The one that the patient pays attention to evokes bigger response in Auditory cortex. Typically, ASSR BCI are used in case when locked in patients can not control their eye movements; ITR of ASSR is below 5 bpm. Similarly, SSSEP paradigm estimates the brain's responses to a tactile stimulation. SSSEP can be used in hybrid BCIs as one of the complimenting modalities [94] . 
Event Related Potentials (ERP).
Another example of attention-based BCIs is P-300 paradigm. According to this paradigm a matrix of icons, which can be alphabetic symbols or any control UI elements, are presented to the patient, that focuses on one desired input. Each element of the matrix is intensified (or highlighted) in a random sequence. The elicited potential happens after 300 milliseconds (hence the name) after the element is intensified. P-300 potential is most clearly observed in frontal lobe.
2.1.4
Motor Imagery (MI). As an example of endogenous BCI, the MI paradigm relies on detecting asynchronous irregular patterns that emerge when humans willfully execute or imagine motor activity. Volitional imagination of moving a certain part of the body -tongue, left or right arm or feet -can be tracked by the increased cortical activity in the area of Motor Cortex designated to control the involved muscles. MI-based BCIs can be used to input one of several commands (usually binary left/right) at a time, thus they have limited ITRs [94] . Usage of 8 MI BCI is an intuitive approach to control drones or robotic manipulators: the desired direction of the movement can be perfectly harmonized with the direction of the imagined motor activity [124] .
Brain-Computer Interfaces: Signal Acquisition modalities
A recording technique (or imaging modality) can be characterised by several factors: Spatial Resolution. Characterizes the precision of measurements with respect to space and defines the ability of recording techniques to differentiate two objects. Spatial resolution of the acquisition techniques can be measured in bits, defining the range of values of the recorded signal. Temporal Resolution. Characterizes the precision of measurements with respect to time and the ability of an imagining modality to distinguish two measurements in time. Temporal resolution is measured in Hz and shows how many samples are read per second. There is often a trade-off between the temporal and spacial resolution [133] . Both resolutions define the required channel bandwidth to transfer data and the required storage. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Describes how useful is the information in the acquired signal and it is defined as:
Where P siдnal is the power of meaningful information and P noise is a power of unwanted information in decibels. Brain activity can be recorded using multiple techniques: Electrocorticography (ECoG). Is an invasive imagining technique, where needle electrodes are inserted directly into cortex. It can capture a state of a single neuron, having the highest spatial resolution [133] . It has also a better SNR, than the other modalities, but the fact that electrodes have to be surgically implanted into skull makes the adoption of this technology questionable. Magnetoencephalography (MEG). Is a non-invasive recording modality that measures magnetic fields induced by the electrical activity of synaptic networks. Even though MEG offers high spatio-temporal resolution, the required hardware is too expensive and bulky, making it impossible to deploy in mobile scenarios [133] . Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). Detects the changes in magnetic field related to the blood flow. Although this modality provides high spatial resolution and is highly reliable, the offered temporal resolution is low (1 − 2s), delay is high (3 − 6s) and the hardware is stationary and requires a dedicated facility [133] . Functional Near-infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS). Quantifies the concentration of specific chemicals in brain tissue using reflected near-infrared light. It measures, so called hemodynamic response, when blood flows towards certain active areas of the brain. As a technology fNIRS offers low cost of hardware and high portability, but it's spatial resolution is around 1cm 2 , and hemodynamic response has a considerable lag [133] .
Electroencephalography (EEG)
. EEG measures the electrical charges of the synchronized synaptic activity through electrodes placed on the scalp; a typical electrode consists of metal plate and amplifier. To describe the electrode placement over the head, international 10-20 system is used.
Electrodes are placed at a distances of 10 or 20 % (hence the name) of length between fixed reference points on the scalp (See Figure 8 ). The choice of electrode's location affects the BCI paradigms that can be used, for example MI-related potentials are best detected on top of the scalp in the Pariental area. EEG provides a high temporal resolution, i.e. it can detect changes in milliseconds, providing sampling frequencies up to 20 000 Hz (typical sampling rate spans from 250 to 2000 Hz).
The fact, that hardware required for EEG measurements is affordable, has lead to its wide adoption and development. The potential of a single neuron is too small to measure using non-invasive techniques, thus a single electrode measures the sum of synaptic charges large enough to be propagated through different layers: brain itself, dura mater (three layers of the protective tissue around the brain), skull, skin, electrode gel (if applicable). The larger the pool of neurons involved in synchronous activity, the stronger the electric field they produce the clearer signal is acquired [82] . EEG is not devoid of limitations: it can only measure charges large enough to be propagated and measured; charges quantified on the scalp are smeared by the volume conduction effect. Moreover, charge propagation is affected by the skin conductivity which depends on the amount of dead cells, oil and water contents, sweat etc. Very important thing to consider in EEG systems is a noise factor: external coming from electrical devices around the recording hardware and internal noise -rib cage expansion, breathing, blinking, EOG and EMG artifacts, any other kinds of movements. Passive shielding of room and cables alongside with active electrodes (when amplifier is placed as close as possible to the recording surface) are used in order to minimize external noise. For reducing internal noise experiments are run in controlled environment and patient's behavior is strictly limited by experiment procedure. Additionally electrodes should settle first, allowing the potential of each electrode to reach a steady state before collecting data [82] . All these restrictions are making outdoor and mobile usage of EEG very limited: any movement of a user will create recording artifacts and every electronic device in the vicinity will affect the recorded electromagnetic field. EoG is a non-invasive technique for estimating the permanent electrical potential difference between the cornea and ocular fundus of the human eye as shown in Figure 9 [91]. The eye can be represented as an electric dipole with a positive pole at the cornea and negative -on the retina. Change in the direction of gaze, controlled by eye muscles, transforms the configuration of the dipole, resulting in EOG potential. The detectable changes of the potential in range from 0.1 to 2 mV within 500 ms time interval, on the frequency of 0-30Hz and resolution of one degree can be detected by electrodes placed on forehead, temples and upper side of the cheek [47] . It is assumed that relation between the generated potential and eye movement is linear [157] , however due to the fact that tissues around the eye are not distributed uniformly, the propagated signal measured on the surface can be considered only as an approximation of the biological reality [91] . In addition, EOG signal is influenced by the noise generated between the electrode and and the skin, myoelectrical activity of facial and eye muscles, 10 and metabolic state of the tissue; potentials generated by the vertical eye movements are also sensitive to movements of the eye lids.
Electrooculography (EoG)
Muscular Myoelectric Activity
Motor intentions, independently of their motivation (e.g. speech articulation, balancing or intended gestures), emerge in Motor area of the human brain. The control signal goes through submotor cortex, spinal cord and peripheral nervous system towards a motor neuron innervating a muscle. Nerve impulse that is being conducted through neuromuscular junction triggers the release of neurotransmitter into the synapse of motor neuron. The consecutive propagation of action potential causes the flow of ions, that generate a time-varying myoelectric potentials. As a result of the described process, target muscle contracts in a desired fashion [86] . Elicited myoelectric patterns can be observed using electromyography (EMG) invasively via electrodes incut directly into muscle, or non-invasively using surface electrodes. Surface Electromyography (sEMG) uses electrodes placed on top of specific muscle or electrodes organized as a grid [139] . Signals are measured as a difference between recording electrode(s) and ground (or reference) electrode, or utilizing several active electrodes, as in many commercial EMG devices [28, 36] . Similar to the EEG, recorded sEMG signal is a composition of potentials from several neurons, also smeared by the volume conduction through tissues, skin and skin-electrode interface.
2.4.1
Myoelectrical Aspects of Speech. Speech, as a process, can be considered as a transformation of chemical neuronal activity into acoustic signals via several stages: brain activity inside Broca's area triggers electrochemical impulses in peripheral nervous system that, in turn, controls jaw, lips, tongue, larynx and others in order to produce mechanical vibrations of a certain frequencies causing acoustic waves. It is interesting to note that myoelectrical signals in ortofacial muscles appear approximately 60 ms before the actual articulation [139] . Whispered, murmured and normal speech are processes that result in vocal vibrations while silent, imagined and inner speech do not produce acoustic outputs [139] :
Silent Speech. Is a process when articulating muscles (see Fig. 10 ) are operated the same as in case of normal speech, but the respiratory activity is suppressed. Silent speech can be captured using sEMG, as well as using imagining techniques. To a certain extent, silent speech does not provide sufficient privacy as it exposes visual muscular articulation, so that an adversary can decode it. Imagined Speech. Occurs when both muscular and respiratory are suppressed. Imagined speech is similar to Motor Imagery BCI paradigm, and can be observed at neural level. Detection of neural activity related to imagined speech and decoding of obtained signal is a special case of BCI [114] . Inner Speech. Is defined as internalized process when one thinks in pure meanings. It can be explained as verbal thinking, self-talk, inner voice or dialog. The assumption is that, inner speech is difficult to observable even at neural level, as it is related to cognition [139] .
This section discusses the NUI hardware solutions offered by Industry and Academia. First, we introduce the mechanics of electrodes, their types and application cases. Then we provide a brief overview of portable EEG solutions, followed up by several examples of mobile fNIRS acquisition hardware (which is clearly the exception from ExG paradigm). After that, EMG and EOG hardware solutions are discussed. We also mention several hardware open source platform suitable for research or non-Industry deployment and usage. In this section we consider only wireless devices, that do not require wired connections for power or data transmission. Most of them can last for several hours autonomously, some (e.g. number 18 from Table 5 ) can be even charged from power-bank while recording. The target activity of this devices is to acquire biological signal in mobile scenario not restricting user's mobility.
We also show the API those devices expose to users, developers or researchers. We consider a number of channels (N ), temporal resolution of each channel (T S, in Hz, equivalent of sec −1 ), spatial resolution (SR in bits) and transmission protocol, e.g. Low Energy Bluetooth. Thus the effective bandwidth (B E , in bits/sec) of utilized communication channel can be represented as follows:
The effective bandwidth influences the choice of transmission protocols, the requirement for channels to offload computations related to bio-signal processing. Classification software and algorithms that are intended to use in real-time should be capable of processing the dataframes formed by hardware, or employ downsampling techniques. It is worth noting that, regarding the sampling frequency of presented devices, according to the Sampling Theorem, when sampling the signal of frequency f , the sampling frequency should be twice as high, i.e. 2 · f . Thus, for example, devices whose sampling rate is 256Hz can reliably capture oscillations on frequencies ≤128 Hz.
Electrodes
As it was stated before, all introduced NUI modalities are based on recording techniques utilizing electrodes, that referenced as ExG [39] which is shorthand for EEG, EMG, ECG and EOG. Electroglottography (EGG), which is a non-invasive technique of monitoring vocal fold vibration by sensing the electrical conductance between two electrodes placed on the neck, can be also considered as one of representatives of ExG. There are multiple types of ExG electrodes, and they can be classified by the following criteria:
By Contact Type. Wet electrodes require application of conductive gel or paste between the surface of the scalp and electrode to eliminate obstacles for charge propagation. Such electrodes can't be considered for everyday usage in consumer grade hardware: gel or paste turns greasy, deployment type takes up to one hour. Wet electrodes provide high signal quality and are used in medical grade hardware [133] . Dry electrodes require no conductive substance, electrode is contacting with a skin or hair directly. The air space is minimised by the pins on the end of electrodes. Some dry electrodes (e.g. OpenBCI, number 14 in the Table 4 ) contain springs pushing the pins towards the scalp. Dry electrodes might cause discomfort and irritation, continuous usage is questionable [133] . Another type of the electrodes is semi-dry: their Tips can slowly release a tiny amount of electrolyte liquid to the scalp. Emotiv Insight 5 (number 2 in the Table 3 ) is one of a few examples of hardware with semi-dry electrodes. The need to refill the syringe inside every electrode can be also considered as a disadvantage slowing down wider acceptance by users. By Applicable Surfaces. To provide a better signal in various conditions different types of electrodes are used: for acquisition of the signal through hair a set of pins on the end of electrodes is used; skin electrodes usually have plain surface, while universal electrodes can provide decent quality of records from any surface. By Amplification Capabilities. Active electrodes contain an amplifier with factor of 1-10 to minimize the interference, while passive electrodes do not contain such an amplifier on-site. By Material. Usually electrodes are made from gold (Au) or silver (Aд/AдC). Gold electrodes are suitable for measuring different modalities (e.g. EMG, ECG), while silver ones proved to be more reliable to record EEG signal of low (below 1 Hz) frequencies [133] . Examples of electrodes of different types are depicted on the Picture 11.
Brain-Computer Interfaces
Tables 3, 4 and 5 * , in appendices A, B and C respectivelly, present the up-to-date set of portable EEG headsets. Several criteria might be introduced to define portability and user-friendliness, we adopt metrics from [55] :
Ease of Deployment. Preferably, dry or (semi)dry electrodes are should be used, providing the deployment within reasonable amount of time (< 5 min). Ease of deployment also implies the speed and required qualification efforts to obtain, record and analyse a signal from a recording device. Portability. The EEG hardware should be capable of producing signal good enough for better than random guess analysis in non-shielded mobile scenarios in naturalistic settings with a lot of physical and electromagnetic noise. API Availability / General Applicability. Classical medical EEG headset system come with proprietary highly-integrated hardware and software environment, that provide fixed list of certain analysis methods. A device should expose API with access to raw data. Regarding this metrics, some systems, such as EMOTIV (number 2 in Table 3 ) requires paid subscription to access raw EEG data and still limits the amount of recordings per day. In addition to EEG acquisition devices presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5 there exist several projects for developing EEG acquisition hardware supported by community. For example, ModularEEG [126] is a community of enthusiasts that aim to build low cost EEG acquisition hardware and build software ecosystem around it assisting signal collection and classification. Hardware device, based on this platform, EEG-SMT [117] has been used in study [43] . Another example of a hardware platform for bio-signal acquisition is BITalino [52] . BITalino offers several sets of hardware for collecting EEG, EMG, ECG signals, as well as amplifiers and connectivity (Bluetooth or BLE) boards. * In presented tables we used several simplifications: → is used to depict digital downsampling performed on board. For example, 1024 → 128 implies that signal is recorded at 1024 Hz, but the digital data stream contains 128 samples per second. OR is used to describe the variative capabilities of a single device: 500H z OR 1000H z means that a device can capture signal on both frequncies, 500Hz and 1000Hz. / is used to combine a several products withiong a certain product line with similar characteristics. For example, Cognionics QUICK (number 10 in Table 4 ) product line consists of three similar products, differing only in electrodes count.
Several studies accessed and compared the capabilities of consumer grade EEG devices. Authors of [135] compared the performance in terms of power spectra similarity of B-Alert X24 (number 17 in Table 5 ) and Enobio 20 (precise medical grade EEG headset) with consumer oriented Muse and NeuroSky Mindwave (number 6 and number 5 in Table 3 respectively). This study showed that Neurosky EEG obtains signal from electrode location Fp1 of similar power spectrum with medical grade hardware, while increased values of power spectra were detected in signal collected by Muse headset. Muse demonstrated highest relative variation across multiple acquisitions; both consumer headsets suffered greatly from artifacts such as eye blinks. Authors conclude that although EEG signal can be successfully collected by all devices, medical grade hardware offers better quality and more reliable signal suitable for many applications.
Another study [132] compared EPOC (number 1 in Table 3 ), Mindo Trilobite / Jellyfish (number 20 in Table 5 ), BR8PLUS (number 19 in Table 5 ) and g.SAHARA / g.LADYbird (electrode layouts for g.Nautilus, number 23 in Table 5 ) employing 24 participants performing multiple BCI-related tasks for 6 consecutive days. Devices were compared based on multiple criterias: SNR, proportion of recorded artifacts and frequency domain quality. The study concludes that mobile systems with wet electrodes are producing more stable signals of better quality than the systems with dry electrodes. Nevertheless, the quality of recorded signal using dry electrodes EEG was characterised by authors as "comparable and promising". Signal quality and research applicability of Emotiv Epoc+ (number 1 in Table 3 ) is accessed in [55] . Authors outline that despite several challenges, consumer-grade EEG headsets represent a useful addition to BCI research. In [100] overview of research projects in the area of BCI hardware is presented; authors conclude that existing BCI hardware is held back by many factors and they expect more emerging projects in this area tackling today's challenges.
Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS)
Although fNIRS aqucistion modality is clearly outside of ExG paradigm, in recent years portable fNIRS solutions evolved significatly. In Table 6 we present a short reference of up-to-date mobile fNIRS hardware for comparison with previously presented EEG helmets and devices.
Surface Electromyography
The mapping of the collected myoelectric signals to the user's gesture is complex and highly dependent on the quality of the collected signals and the selected classification method. sEMG devices are able to collect and amplify the signals generated by the human muscles and, depending on their processing and networking capabilities, process them and transmit them to other devices. There exist a wide variety of sEMG recording hardware aimed for medical purposes: solutions from BTS Bioengineering [53] , MotionLabs [116], Otto myoblocks [1]. Overview of commercial consumer-grade EMG devices is presented in Table 7 . Additionally there exist several hardware platforms suitable for sEMG sigmal collection, for example, PicoEMG [146] , sensors of which can be organized as a mesh over muscles of interest, each sensor is capable of sampling data at 2000 Hz for up to 12 hours, weighting only 7 grams. Open source projects, such as MyoWare [77] offer only EMG electrodes with bio-signal amplifiers, that are compatible with Arduino [46] platform. It is expected that enthusiasts and researchers will build their own EMG sensing systems taking care of power supply and data transmission.
Electrooculography
As it was stated before, EOG potentials can be recorded by electrodes placed on both temples, upper cheek, and forehead. It also claimed that retino-ocular potentials are best detected on the lids and external canthi (the bone on the side of the eye) [91] , however such a placement might be considered obstructive and irritative, limiting the range of eye movements. In some 14 studies EEG hardware with electrodes placed on specified positions around eye is used to measure EOG potentials: g.USBamp (number 23, Table 5 ) in [107] ; OpenBCI (number 14, Table 4 ) in [148] ; or medical-grade Mobi8 by TMSI [152] in [145] . Many researchers have designed and built customised EOG-signal acquisition solutions: [47] employed wet electrodes and custom made amplifier; hardware described in [108] consists of two electrodes and Arduino-based amplifier; authors of [157] used 5 wet electrodes, in-house designed amplification hardware with Bluetooth module. The authors of [54] present EOG glasses with 5 dry electrodes capable of detecting 8 different eye gestures. Built-in battery can maintain up to 7 hours of functioning. Similar glasses presented in [59] employing 3 dry Ag-AgCl electrodes, custom-made amplifier, signal conditioning unit and wired connection to a PC for signal processing. There are also commercial EOG products on the market, such as Jins MEME ES [111] , that uses 3 dry electrodes (as depicted in Fig. 12 ) and employs additional 6-axis IMU. These glasses are reviewed in [81] , authors present the methods of distinguishing several everyday activities based on sensors data, such as typing, eating, reading and talking. Another example of commercial EOG glasses is Imec Eye-tracking glasses [80] . It is mentioned that EOG sampling rate of 256 Hz is superior to any video-based eye-tracking system, as well as energy and cost efficiency of such a solution surpasses video-based systems. These glasses are equipped with battery allowing them to last up to 10 hours and a Bluetooth module for wireless communication. Fig. 13 . SSI mobile wearable device [86] In order to obtain myoelectric signal related to speech production, sEMG electrodes are placed in strategic locations on the face and neck: [154] employed 5 sEMG electrodes sampling at 600 Hz; [62] used 8 wireless sEMG sensors that are a customized version of the Trigno wireless sensors [79] sampling at at 20kHz; in multi-modal approach to SSI, as described in [69] , beside using Microsoft Kinect Depth camera, custom-built ultrasonic sensing device, authors used 5 pairs of sEMG electrodes from Plux [138] capable of sampling the signal at 500 Hz.
Silent Speech Interfaces
There are number of design aspects that apply to a mobile SSI acquisition device in order to obtain robust sEMG signal for silent speech processing. First, electrodes should not change their position during various activities, e.g. walking or running, to maintain consistency of recorded signal within one session. Another consideration is that electrodes should be deployed at the same position every time device is put on to maintain the consistency across multiple sessions. Additionally positions of electrodes should be adjustable to be placed on top of the same muscles independently of facial shapes of multiple users. A device meeting these requirements [86] is shown in Figure 13 : a wearable fixed around top part of the neck with electrodes placed on the ends of adjustable manipulators that in the same time provide desirable rigidity for steady signal acquisition. The described device uses 7 wet golden plated silver or passive dry Ag/AgCl electrodes; sEMG signals are sampled on 250 Hz. A fusion of silent speech device with self-contained breathing apparatus is presented in [85] . Such a system employs two wet EMG electrodes placed under the chin and on the left side of the neck. This work shows the compatibility 15 of SSI with specialized equipment in cases where silent speech communication is most applicable and useful -noisy and harsh environments.
NUI Hardware Challenges
Although several studies evaluate the capabilities of modern consumer grade signal acquisition hardware [55, 132] , there exist multiple challenges in the filed of bio-signal imagining modalities:
Temporal Limitations. Even though sampling frequencies of several EEG and EMG devices are high, instant voltage drops (for example those related to cognition) might not be detected by the acquisition hardware. Spatial Limitations. The density of the electrodes is limited by obvious physical constraint on the head, arm or face. However for some applications, like precise gesture recognition, it is better to have dense electrode arrays over certain muscles [115] . Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Any mobile device is susceptible to internal and external noise. Leveraging the effect of electromagnetic interference and movement artifacts both programmatically and on the hardware level is important milestone on the way of delivering reliable and robust mobile imagining modalities. Energy Efficiency. Management of a power supply for acquisition hardware and bio-signal processing facilities is crucial task in deploying user-friendly NUIs. The capacity of batteries that user can carry is physically limited, so all wearable devices will compete for power supply. Energy efficient offloading of computationally heavy tasks may reduce the need for power [142, 164] . Signal Transmission. Wearable devices and sensors are additionally constrained by networking interfaces. Delays, interference, collisions and protocol bottlenecks are challenges to address. [163] . Users Comfort. In the case of user comfort several problems arise: the whole system can be bulky or obtrusive or connected electrodes might cause discomfort. Dry electrodes are causing pain and irritation which makes them not suitable for long usage; while conductive gel used in wet electrodes leave sticky stains and requires reapplication in certain cases.
Hardware Challenges of Combining Mobile Output and NUI-related Hardware
As mentioned before, there are multiple issues to address when developing NUI-enabled for mobile computing. It is clear that BCI, EOG or SSI electrodes will compete for the space on user's head and/or face with AR glassed, HMDs and other output devices. Usage of head-mounted MAR systems, like Hololens, can block placement of electrodes in frontal and temporal lobes, while electrodes in central areas of the scalp can be placed freely. In some cases, electrodes can be placed around display of MAR or VR system's chassis, but it will most likely result in discomfort or recording artifacts and signal interference [131] . Systems like DSI-VR300 (Number 15 in the Table 4 ) and Looxid VR (Number 16 in the Table 4 ) are examples of how this issue can be addressed. Yet, this tight integration comes with its own shortcomings: the amount and configuration of electrodes is fixed (limiting the potential BCI scenarios); NUI hardware, as well as MAR or VR headset, can not be used separately; vendors can potentially limit the scope of compatible software, SDKs, AR/VR platforms etc. Another challenge is ergonomics in general. Combination of complex hardware can be bulky and require longer deployment time, MAR headsets, for example, and NUI-hardware can strain user's neck and head negatively affecting user's experience and shortening the usage sessions. Requirements for total weight and comfort might restrict the allowed weight and, as a consequence, capacities of batteries that can be placed on the user's head, thus creating another competition for the power supply.
NUI-ENABLED APPLICATIONS
In this section, we discuss original applications of BCI and EMG that assist individuals with special needs, such as people of motor impairment. Next, we present ExG applications and one recently proposed EMG-based silent speech wearable device. Finally, we introduce different usecase scenarios in various aspects such as biometrics and security, robotics, IoT devices as well as entertainment and gaming.
BCI as an Assistive Technology. Interpreted signals from NUI modalities can be used as an input to computing systems. BCI spellers are tools that enable the input of alphabetical characters for patients who lost their motor and speech functions. One of the most known examples of effective NUI applications is the Stephen Hawking communication tool, a speller that is used to assist people with special needs [114] . Words presented on the screen mounted to the wheelchair were selected using switch actuated by hand, head or eye motion. This system achieves an input rate of 15 words per minute. State-of-the art high-speed speller [118] based on SSVEPs reach 50 bpm by presenting to user 32 flickers of 8 different frequencies and 4 phases. To demonstrate the viability of miniature aVEPs authors of [158] built 32-alphanumerical speller, achieving ITR over 30 bpms.
Deep learning solution utilizing one dimensional CNN used in [121] in combination with an EMG channel from self-designed EEG headset showed high accuracy of 99.2% with ITR comparable to the state-of-the-art (50 bpm). A review of up-to-date BCI spellers is presented in [137] .
EMG as an Assistive Technology. EMG signals are mostly used for naturally controlling hand prosthesis, thus EMG-based NUIs are challenged to recognize more gestures simultaneously within less time and more accurately. The authors of [115] pushed the amount of classified labels to 21 by utilizing a compact mobile and high density EMG grid. The authors of [161] successfully identified ten gestures utilising CNN with a single convolutional layer. A significant contribution of that study is the consideration of how EMG signal changes over time, and how classifiers can be adjusted to the temporal variation of biologically originated signals. Besides being applied for gesture recognition directly, sEMG employed in other scenarios: The authors of [50] , for example, aim to identify the exact finger being used for interacting with touch device (or any surface) and to measure the force applied, thus providing extra contextual information on HCI interaction. Among applications of this solution, the authors of [50] mention the possibility of turning any surface into a touch-enabled input device, advanced text marking and few others. The authors of [71] proposed a system of controlling any personal computing device utilizing the IMU embedded into Myo Band to control a cursor and gesture to input different commands, providing an alternative to mice.
EOG Applications. The goal of gaze tracking systems is to provide an intuitive general purpose HMI for users, including those with disabilities, such as locked-in syndrome and Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Such a system is build in [148] : recognising only two classes of activity (closed eyes and turn right and no activity) with high accuracy of 94% and ITR of 22 bpm was achieved. In the study of [157] eight directional eye gestures were recognised with 88.59% accuracy, achieving 32.42 bpm ITR. In order to show the feasibility of the developed EOG acquisition hardware and eye gesture input, the authors of [54] designed a computer game, where users were repeatedly performing a set of predefined gestures. During the experiment there was no restriction on movement of the head and upper body. After the experiment around one third of all the participants reported that they had difficulties concentrating on eye gesture input task. A similar gamification technique is applied in [47] : authors built an LED panel and participants were asked to put the target to the destination position on the panel. Using fine-tuned thresholding, the authors achieved 80% accuracy for 5 available input commands over 500 ms time windows (thus ITR is 57bpm). As a potential application of the developed system authors mention the virtual keyboard or the wheel chair control. In order to extend the number of available input gestures it is proposed to combine several simple ones, e.g. blink and consecutive look right, so that more complex input protocol will improve transfer rates. The study of [63] proposed a comprehensive input protocol, combining data from IMU sensors embedded into off-the-shelf EOG glasses with EOG data directly. An ITR of 300 bpm with 500 ms per input was achieved. EOG can be used as an affective state interface: several studies [108, 168] employed EOG modalities to detect drowsiness; in [145] several emotions -happiness, sadness, anger, fear and satisfaction -were recognised purely based on the eye motion.
Applications of Hybrid Interfaces. Hybrid, or multi-modal, Human-Machine Interfaces, in the foundation of their design, aim to extend the number of available commands, increase the classification accuracy and reduce the decoding time [75] . Such HMIs can utilize advantages of certain modalities when combining them. One of the sources of inner noise in BCIs is electrical activity and mechanical artifacts caused by eye movements. Tracking of such an activity in some cases doesn't require additional hardware [107] , so tracking data can be used as to filter the BCI signals, beyond just providing additional input modality [67] . The hybrid HMI presented in [107] combines EOG and EEG and is used to control humanoid and swarm robots. Presented solution uses one hardware device (g.USBamp) to record both signals simultaneously. The authors of [162] combined EOG, EEG, EMG to control a robotic soft hand. 21 palm gestures are recognised by analyzing EMG data with portable lightweight self-made device. Authors of Gumpy [149] shown the feasibility of the proposed hybrid toolbox by several applications: control of robotic hand using SSVEPs, prosthetic hand control based on EMG and 2-label motor imagery for general BCI. More importantly, they demonstrated the feasibility of multi-modal BCI based on the proposed toolbox by issuing commands for a robotic arm simultaneously by imagining movements (MI) and performing gestures (EMG). Undoubtedly, assistive NUI-based means of communication are improving quality of life of disabled people providing tools to interact with family, medical personnel and society.
Applications of Silent Speech Interfaces. EMG-based SSI has several advantages over other SSI modalities, that makes them more applicable: deployment of dry electrodes over the ortofacial muscles is fast and easy; less constraining hardware will cause less discomfort for a user; less training and adoption means fast enrollment; properly designed hardware will minimize errors and reduce environmental noises [86] . Several SSI applications can be outlined [139] :
Voice Prostheses. Are designed to restore spoken communication for those who are challenged to produce audible speech. For example, in [110] sEMG SSI device is proposed in order to assist verbal communication for people with removed larynx: vocabulary of 2500 words is recognized allowing patients to have basic conversations. Speech Therapy and Language Learning. SSI can help capturing speech production abnormalities and errors; the provided multi-modal feedback can help patients learn and correct pronunciation [139] . Robust Voice Communication in Noisy Environments. Developed for both, military and civilian contexts. Voice, distorted by external noises, masks or garments, can be reliably captured by SSI. An example of SSI assisting firefighting process is presented in [85] , where EMG electrodes are embedded into breathing apparatuses. Mute Spoken Communication. Also called human to human silent communication, or synthetic communication. Once vocabulary of SSI is large enough and means of output are provided (e.g. bone conducting headphones), networks of people can exchange information within each other. Such systems can be deployed in environments where noises are prohibited or socially unacceptable [62] .
General HCI. Study [86] outlines several potential HCI use cases: closed-loop interfaces when a user inputs non verbal commands into a system that provides feedback, for example, assisting with arithmetic calculations; open-loop interfaces when a user employs SSI to control smart devices, media or services, e.g. ordering a taxi, adjusting temperature and so on.
Biometrics and Security. NUI based biometrics has been used for many decades for now: face and fingerprints recognition systems are clearly the part of NUI paradigm. Believed to be secure, facial or fingerprint biometrics still can be forfeited or stolen using fingerprint casts and facial masks. Biometrics based on BCI, on the other hand, can not be replicated or applied involuntary. Although information transfer rates of most NUIs are relatively low, and primary application area of BCI is assistance of disabled, BCI based biometrics is emerging and promising application for society in general [93] . Password input in AR/MR/VR can be very reluctant and slow. EEG based on consumer grade devices can offer promising and secure tool for biometric authentication. A system that captures and classifies oscillating waves of the brain can be used by anyone and might be more convenient for people with disabilities, as it does not require subjects to move. Prior work establishes EEG signals recorded over certain time as feasible biometrics with high accuracy [93] . On the downside, EEG signal is a subject to change over time, even between 24-hours span, thus classifiers employed in EEG biometric systems should be robust and able to track the continuous change in a signal.
Industrial and Commercial Applications. MAR found its way into industry: it can be useful in diagnostics, maintenance, inspections, repair, training on-the-job and product design [57] . Most of this tasks usually require work with an instrument, thus it is inconvenient for a user to use touchscreen or any other conventional input device. As in other similar cases, NUI can provide hands-free input. In [43] authors proposed a mobile system assisting workers utilizing Epson Moverio BT-200 AR platform and SSVEPs paradigm. All software runs autonomously under Android OS in real time. BCI can be used to analyse users behaviour as it is able to track emotions and decision processes. In a study [128] , users' emotional perception and emotions are captured and subsequently associated with different e-commerce activities at various phases of buying process within the e-commerce platform. Insights gained from such an analysis, e.g. positive or negative emotional reactions to a certain activities, can be further used to improve the design of the platform. Similarly, advertisement [159] and filming [134] industries can deploy BCI to detect users' attention and emotions, in order to understand the customer satisfaction adding a new dimension to customer studies.
Control of Robots and Drones. Study [155] combined SSVEPS and VR in order to control a quadcopter in virtual environment. Four SSVEPs stimuli were presented on the screen of HTC Vive VR helmet to control a drone in 3D virtual scene that was created using Unreal Engine 4. In [143] , authors conducted several studies: they tested general feasibility of combining AR and BCI; explored different positions of SSVEPS input markers regarding the controlled object in AR; and applied their solution to control a robot. Studies [90, 124] present detailed overview of BCI applied to control of unmanned devices. Other modalities such as EMG and EOG can be also used to control drones and wheelchairs [88, 127] .
Control of Environment. NUI can augment and expand traditional ways of interacting with real and virtual world in context of controlling smart home appliances. For example, BCI commands for controlling IoT devices can be input hands-free, silently, without disturbing other inhabitants of the environment, or when other modalities are not available [42, 166] . Also, the smart garments can be controlled by BCI [112] . In that case, BCI serves as sensory devices to detect the users' mental state and accordingly adjust the appearance of the smart garment. In this way, BCI-driven sensory can inform the surrounding people about your perception of surrounding and social environments, as well as display the emotions through color variations. Such an approach might provide a novel experience in the everyday social interactions.
Entertainment. The authors of [129] proposed a neuro-feedback driven AR application for kinetic meditation. In this study the intensity of alpha band is analysed to estimate user's mental state. The monitoring of mental state gives significant insights to game designers about the users' emotions [76] as well as the user experiences [64] throughout the gaming process. This state is then reflected by AR scene and surroundings are being adjusted accordingly in virtual reality. The study of [129] shows that participants described the combined AR/BCI experience as "interesting" and "promising" mostly giving the positive feedback. Neuro-feedback can be one of the tools to increase user's engagement, such as the gamification and augmented reality applications [130] .
Others. The authors of [106] proposed a unique application for BCI. In their work, they focused on a human subject whose brain generated labels were used to train an image recognition network. Images at the rate of 4 Hz were shown to a patient wearing DSI-24 (Number 21, Table 5 ) and recorded EEG signal is then used to obtain the so-called soft labels that represent the confidence of a certain class. Finally, these labels along with initial pictures were fed into an image recognition network for training. For 2-labels classification this work outperforms the network trained on the manually labelled pictures (AUC 0.91 vs 0.89) within much less time required for labelling (22.8 minutes vs 257.8 minutes). Furthermore, the study of [49] focuses on utilizing multi-modal affective NUI interfaces for adapting user interfaces according to user's mental and physical state. According to the authors, the analysis of bio-signals can reveal a user's preference, perception and attitude towards certain types of interfaces: colors, fonts, text size, size of the icons, the position of the elements and other characteristics of interest. Extrapolating the proposed idea, one could think of universal HCI framework that can become a widely-adopted benchmark for user acceptance of certain HMI modality. For example, innovations in MAR in the area of UI and UX can be assessed on the basis of users' anxiety, enjoyment or satisfaction.
CHALLENGES AND OPEN PROBLEMS
NUI modalities are facing several challenges. For example, BCI suffers from the low strength of the acquired biological signals, because they are recorded indirectly; localization of the source of the certain cortical activity is a challenge in EEG due to the smearing of the signal. High quality signal amplification can address this problem, improving the precision of the analysis. The wide adoption of invasive interfaces is very unlikely, but there exist commercial-driven research in the direction of embedding wires under the skin surgically for precise high-speed BCIs [119] . However, user safety and social acceptance are the key concerns in that case. Additionally, the performance of such BCI will deteriorate over time as biological tissues will inevitable die off.
Shifting and non-constant nature of biological signals, recording errors, interference and inaccurate signal classification contributes to overall high error rates. Given that, ITRs of most BCI systems are very low compared to classical I/O methods, thus minimizing errors on acquisition and pre-processing stages becomes crucial. Furthermore, the so-called "Midas touch" problem also affects most of NUI modalities. Introduced in [83] , it is described as unwanted input by user when performing a natural non-HCI related activity. In eye-tracking systems, user might move his eyes away from computer screen, yet the tracking system will recognize some of the eye gestures for input. The deliberate interaction of eye movements should be distinguishable by the computer system. Similarly, intrinsic processes of thought and motor control will affect the performance of mobile BCI in unconstrained scenarios. Several solutions have been proposed for gaze tracking systems [54, 153] since this problem can be addressed by HCI applications and protocols. 20 In addition to technical problems of NUI, several ethical concerns regarding NUI were raised as well [86] . EEG, for example, records signals of the whole brain including cognitive activities, i.e. thinking. Thus some people might not approve their EEG data being accessed by anybody else. Similarly, EMG data can be used to identify subjects, inflating the privacy issues of NUI. Nevertheless, there are areas where NUI can hardly be replaced. Rehabilitation methods, prosthetic devices and assistive technologies heavily rely on EEG and EMG recordings especially in a case of locked in patients. Consecutively, NUIs is the only option for disabled to interact with computing systems, including mobile devices. Effective and natural control of humanoid robots and exoskeletons can be implemented by utilizing various NUI modalities [124, 155] .
Future Directions
Traditional BCIs are moving outside of medical and research areas offering exciting opportunities for consumers. For example, combining NUIs and AR/MR/VR can make virtual worlds even more immersive by alleviating the need for physical controllers [21, 144] .
Redefining Interfaces. Currently existing NUIs with low ITRs, such as BCIs, can be used to provide an input of several control commands in mobile HCI scenarios: 2 labels in accept/decline call; replying instant messages or emails with on of the several predefined templates; item selection in menus; feed scrolling with navigation UI elements (e.g. SSVEPs markers in the edges of the screen). In recent years, there is a trend towards lean and simplified graphical interfaces on the mobile headsets and wearables [92] . Limited bandwidth of input devices becomes a constraint to the design of a GUI. Complicated interfaces with multiple densely placed objects are not favourable for mobile scenarios. Thus, a lot of research opportunities exist for designing NUI-driven user interfaces. On the other hand, faster NUIs, like EMG, see Figure 14 , can be used as alternative text input methods, swift navigation within GUI or virtual spaces. Advancements in SSI, once this technology becomes more convenient, accurate and socially accepted by the community, may lead to the formation of synthetic telepathy networks, where intended speeches (even within limited vocabulary) can be effectively obtained and securely transmitted to a recipient or broadcast to a group of audiences [114] .
Optimizing Interaction. In 2018, the smartphone users on average spent 3 hours and 15 minutes per day on their smartphones, while the top 20% of smartphone users have been recorded the daily screen time more than 4.5 hours [109] . Among this time, 2 hours and 22 minutes on average are spent on socializing online through the six most popular platforms including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram [40] . These social media apps on smartphones have organised the social contents on the reverse chronological timelines and the swipe gesture enables the smartphone users to navigate the contents and to scroll over news feeds horizontally on the timelines [147] . Similarly, the size-constrained Google Glass [78] , which is the first-ever commercial AR head-worn computer debuted in 2013, can only accommodate a tiny touchpad on the spectacle frame of the smart glasses, and hence the operating system displays the information using Timeline, in which the users swipe over the pixel cards horizontally and select the targets. Thus, one of the future directions is to investigate the timeline-based interaction supported by low-ITR NUIs, and BCIs in particular. While the traditional interface design of BCI system mainly relies on the point-and-click interaction paradigm for target acquisition [125] , novel interfaces can employ scroll-driven timelines. It is important to note that the scroll-driven timeline has limited capabilities to handle very complicated and voluminous information. The display of such an information can be further optimized by the context-aware architectures [92] . Fashionable ExG. Trends show that ExG sensors can be embedded into smart wearables, and several commercial products already exist employing ECG sensor mesh on the sport T-shirts [120] . Smart bands, watches, other wearable devices and even jewelry may be equipped with ExG sensors in the future. ExG electrodes can be seamlessly introduced into sports or driving helmets and glasses, providing distraction free inputs and state-monitoring (e.g. drowsiness); or incorporated into winter headdress for places with cold climate when touch-enabled input is ineffective due to low temperatures and voice interfaces are obstructed by garments [85] .
ExG on Electronic Textile. The research community proposes Electronic textile (E-textile) and the use-case scenario is primarily smart garment. Among the most recent works, the embedded sensors in E-textiles such as strain [65] or kinetic [72] sensing and conductive stretchable fabrics [103] support the interaction between human users and mobile computers through parsing the body gestures into stitch geometries or joint movement. E-textile can also serve as a large-area touch sensible areas on smart garments [156] , in order to sustain the decade-old touchscreen interaction on AR/VR head-worn computers. More importantly, ExG sensors can be designed as flexible textile electrodes [38] embedded in the spacious smart garment and consequently the awful electrodes are concealed. Through considering the social acceptance to the form-factor of electrodes, the ExG-driven interfaces can dive into the commercial markets. The form-factor and appearance characteristics of these flexible electrodes can be further evaluated as the consumer perception of the flexible electrodes can influence their popularity, for instance, a crowd-sourced survey assessing the concealed and flexible electrodes on a cap (EEG) or a glove (EMG), as well as investigating the appropriate form-factors to enhance to user awareness of the existence of ExG-enabled garments.
Sensors Towards High Mobility. Current issues and challenges of NUI hardware can be addressed by creating sensors that are smaller, more universal, more accurate, and more resistant to noise. Thus the development and adoption of NUI-enabled solutions might be pushed further. Moreover, progress of mobile batteries can make it possible for sensors to work autonomously for extended periods of time, this can provide substantial increase in mobility for patients that are tied to their medical equipment. In addition, progress in the technologies of wireless communications can lead to manufacturing of less energy demanding sensors that are more flexible, and require less attention from user to reconfigure connections and seamlessly add new sensors.
Multi-sensory Signal Aggregation. Several other conceptual solutions can be introduced to improve of NUIs. From a biological perspective EEG, EMG and EOG signals are different, but can there be an universal software platform to effectively analyze these signals? That will help to smoothly integrate different modalities into more effective hybrid interfaces. If, for example, electrodes location can be detected by properties of the acquired signal, users will be spared from burden of tedious configuration. Will the ongoing process of hardware miniaturization and further advances in machine learning techniques lead to the creation of more accurate and more precise sensors? Such a development would push NUI-enabled solutions further towards wide acceptance and usage.
Deep Learning Approach to Bio-signal Processing. The area of bio-signal processing is wast and historically mature. The history of BCI, for example, is almost 50 years, with first studies conducted in early 1970s [133] . Review of state-of-the-art algorithms used in bio-signal processing, such as Fourier Analysis, Power Spectrum Density (PSD) feature extraction alongside with many others, can be found in [42] . In recent years machine learning has revolutionised multiple areas including computer vision, natural language processing and ubiquitous computing. Advanced deep neural networks found their ways into self-driving cars, autonomous flying drones, a variety of IoT devices and many more. Deep learning approach has been adopted recently in the area of BCI and other bio-signal processing as well; an overview of deep learning techniques applied for healthcare and physiological signal processing is presented in [68] . Works, discussed in this survey, that employ deep learning classifiers are presented in Table 2 . 
CONCLUSION
In this survey we presented an overview of emerging NUI modalities. Starting from the biological foundations, we have explained the genesis of biological signals and the phenomena behind certain NUI paradigms: neural activity in the brain, retino-corneal potentials in the eye, myoelectric currents in muscles and speech production. Following, several NUI-related bio-signal acquisition techniques are mentioned as well as hardware for such an acquisition. We outlined the potential of mobile usage of imaging devices and the potential of combining these devices with MAR equipment. Next, discussion moved to the short overview of deep learning classifiers employed for bio-signal processing and existing software packages for organizing and running experiments in the area of NUIs. Finally, we have listed applications of NUIs: from assistive technologies to control of smart home environment and robotics. Reflecting back to the discussed metrics of ITR, we show a comparative summary of ITRs of discussed NUIs and other communication modalities, such as 23 typing, in Figure 14 . We believe such an overview will be helpful to those who are interested to start an applied research in the area of NUI. The survey might help choosing from available portable signal acquisition hardware; software that will help pipeline the flow of data within experiments; classification approaches and others.
